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Wanted page links not changing after page is created when wysiwyg is in use

Status
○ Pending

Subject
Wanted page links not changing after page is created when wysiwyg is in use

Version
6.x

Category
• Error

Feature
WYSIWYG (What You See is What You Get)

Submitted by
Nelson Ko

Lastmod by
Nelson Ko

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) 🌟

Description
Create a page using the wysiwyg editor and make some page links.

Then create the page from one of these wanted links.

The wanted links are not converted back to normal wiki links (still look like wanted links)

Solution
Fix in r30184 but this fix does not work when sefurl is on. There is a problem when sefurl is on which is related to the other bug about renaming wiki pages. This will wait for the “Use wiki syntax in WYSIWYG” experimental feature to be complete to fix properly.

See item3586 for more information.

Importance
9 high

Priority
45

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼
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